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A surreal post-life adventure.
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It only took a few moments for the feeling of panic to set in. “What if I lived my life wrong? How would I be judged? What if
there is nothing after this?

The story begins with an individual, recently deceased, who is struggling to comprehend the reality of being dead. The mind,
disconnected and failing, desperately attempts to form some vision of reality. Yet, the memories of its life are only distant
whispers. It can't recall a personality, friends, or even an appearance. But there is hope. The memories of the music, the

disconnected emotions. And in a rush of information, sometimes there appear memories of her: the rockstar.

The Endless Empty is an adventure RPG with a focus on exploration and choices. The game explores the concepts of death and
the afterlife, and takes place in 5 chapters. Each chapter has a different theme and a unique art style. The game takes the player
on a branching journey through the unknown. there are a variety of memories to explore; From upbeat suburban neighborhoods,

to gritty industrial wastelands, to colorful psychedelic hallucinations.

The game will feature a multilayered storyline with alternative paths and multiple endings as well as a customized battle system.
Complementing the game will be a completely original soundtrack with classical, electronic, funk and rock musical styles.
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Title: The Endless Empty
Genre: Adventure, Indie, RPG
Developer:
Erik Sheader-Smith
Publisher:
Erik Sheader-Smith
Release Date: 3 Nov, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Xp / Vista / 7

Processor: Intel Pentium 4 2.0 GHz

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Storage: 880 MB available space

English
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Can't control the camera and it causes problems from the very beginning.. I was 6 when Treasure Planet came out in theatres.
I'm 20 now and after watching reruns of it on television. I did a little research and found out it have a game. Excited, as the
Lunar New Year sale had arrived, I purchased it without thought. Review points : -

Pros : -
- Great if you're a fan of the movie and wanted to know more
- Pretty darn good story
- Voice acting is nice
- A skirmish mode to keep you playing the game for a while
- It's an old game, so it runs very smoothly on high settings on a modern day computer.

Cons : -
- The ships don't have people walking about like in the movies (imagine boats, talking to other boats)
- Ships are slow AF. (No seriously, I run faster in TF2)
- Some parts have weird color combinations, but tolerable.
- Disney still hasn't made a sequel to the movie, and to this game.
- Combat can be quite repetitive (just spam and ta-dah).
- Old game, so no online play with others.

But if you're willing to spend a bit for a game. It should keep you here for about 3 hours or less. And even longer if you continue
playing the skirmish mode. As a fan, still a pretty fun game while it lasted.

. All the time I spent playing ZenBlade can finally be put to good use.
Master I am ready to switch from watermelons to evil-ish knights.
This.
Is.
Awesome.. an adventuring conquest of windows xp crafted teenaged angst. First loading up it seems challenging; bit of a
surprising nostalgia kick, should be fun.

Will never know about the game because that's just the SecuROM serial activation screen. It doesn't work. Can't play the game.
Refund requested from Steam because good luck trying Capcom.. I am definitely enjoying this game and loving how it is
evolving into a full experience.. Very cool tech demo. A must try. After all it is free. Don\'t give up on it so fast when you play
it. If you keep trying things you discover new things going on. Look at my Youtube if you want to see some things first. It is
awesome in VR though.. I have not actually played this DLC. So why did I pay for it and review it?

I want to stress I did this as a courtesey towards developer Dark God and his wonderful game.

I played Tales of Maj'Eyal (and for a time the first expansion) for, as my account shows, over 400 hours. I was fortunate enough
at the time to be able to get this game for free, at a time when I truly had no money to spare for gaming. And I loved Tales of
Maj'Eyal very much. It's one of the great hidden gems in the history of RPG gaming.

At this point I feel done with the game, for me. But I was happy now that things are looking up to chip in the small price of this
DLC, as a thank you for all the wonderful hours of entertainment I had from the game. I felt I owed the game, and the developer
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that much, because I know his work to be solid.

So, thanks for the memories. Certainly more than worth the <$8 Canadian this cost me.
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if you ever wanted to do the floss in Monster Hunter and have all your friends be disappointed in you then this is the gesture for
you!. The Crown and the Ring.
The Man who would be King!. i havent played this game that much yet but i cant tell its a pretty solid game for this cheap and i
know i will be playing this in the future too it has nice levels and nice cobat. Edit: 21 july 2018. Dont buy this.... The dvelopers
have abandoned the game and its still critically bugged.

The game is good, but the constant crashing from that single sprite bug is annoying. untill they fix it i would only recommend
buying at a sale.

With that out of the way..... some words about the game.

You arrive at your parents old hotel and decides to make it running again. Despite an apocalypse going on.

There is plenty of fixing and crafting to do. I have only played it for awhile so i havent gotten too far in. but so far im feeling
good about it. Exept for the sprite bug (with can be avoided by making sure your companion isnt in combat while trying to exit
the area). Would i recommend it? both yes and no. At a sale yes. After they fixed bugs i would recommend it none the less..
Units look very nice for Victoria II quality, my only gripe is that the uniforms represented were not adopted until after the
Mexican-American war. But w\/e. When I started playing this game was a bit confusing, but after a while I found it very fun, I
can play it with my granddaughter and share the scary moments, and we enjoy a lot to see the furniture all flying around the
rooms.
The characters are funny, the game it\u00b4s easy to play, very well designed and the music is nice (but sometimes a llitle
repetitive).
I definitely recomend it, hope I can see it for iPad, because I travel a lot with mine.. Good game. I like plants. Needs more
postive reviews.. If You enjoyed Defend the Highlands then you are guaranteed to enjoy this as well. It's pretty much the same
game, but with some fantastic new weapons, and friends and foes, set in various countries around the world. It's great fun
playing on levels that feature the Eiffel tower Sydney Harbour bridge and lots of other famous landmarks.

For anyone new to the games, it is Tower Defense meets Real Time Strategy, but done in a way that is just different enough to
any other game of this type that you might have played. For people who are easily offended by nationality stereotyping and
occassional offensive language then perhaps steer clear, but for anyone else who actually has a sense of humour and likes their
humour just a bit on the 'wrong-side', they will find much to make them smile\/laugh. There are a few times where I caught
myself thinking "Did I just hear that right?".

IMPROVEMENTS

- I think overall the upgrade system is better, and you notice much more the positive effects of your upgrades.
- level design is good, with a great variety requiring you to evolve your strategy as the game progresses. I thought level design
was good in the first game, but it seems to be even better this time around
- No bagpipes - well there are a few, but you no longer need to have your scotsmen play bagpipes to summon more Scotsmen.
Now you attach your men to a large gear which spins a fan creating an updraft which Scotsmen can parachute down. The more
Scotsmen you attach to the fan , the faster it goes, and the faster you get recruits. While the logic of this is crazy - it is a much
better game mechanic, and means you have more scotsmen available for deploying on the battlefield (and you will need them).
- New weapons\/gadgets are all fantastic. They really add to the gameplay and are quite diverse. It would spoil the game to go
into detail about what these do, but they really do give you a lot to play with and try a number of different approaches. I still
found the turnip gun & porridge cannons to be my primary weapons, but I had to experiment with strategies for using the new
weapons to help me to get through the more difficult levels.
- Animation and model quality is better this time around. It was adequate in the first game (but still hilarious where you were
laughing with it, not at it) , but you can see a real improvement in this game.

BAD STUFF

Nothing ! I love this game. However there were a few bugs noticed, and as this game is in early release at the time of reviewing,
I will detail them for the benefit of the developer.

- Scotmen pathfinding - sometimes a scotsman will get stuck behind a barrier, usually if there are other scotsmen nearby, ie. in
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his path. This happened often enough to notice but not often enough to really ruin the gaming experience. Happens when in
really close proximity to other scotsmen. Mostly seemed to happen against the sandbag barriers.

- Some levels have quite high terrain, and the camera can be difficult to control when you move over the high areas. Normally
the camera stays zoomed out at the level that you have set with the mouse wheel, but on a high point the camera would suddenly
zoom in too low, and so you would have to zoom out again. The result - as you pan from high to low and back again, and vice-
versa - the camera starts behaving like a yo-yo. On some levels like Vesuvius I think it would have been helpful to let the camera
actually zoom out a bit further, because it gets pretty close to the ground when you are hovering over your factory on this level.

Thats about it really. Most times I was too frantic trying to build up my defenses to notice anything. You end up playing the
game zoomed out quite far, however there were still times when I had time to zoom in and watch the animations which are
hilarious.

Took me 10 hours to get through the whole thing, and I think that is awesome value for a game of this price. Don't wait for it to
go on sale, I highly recommended to anyone who enjoys tower defense\/RTS games, and it should be a certain buy for any fans
of the first game. Don't let early release put you off. This game - minus a few bug fixes - is completely playable from beginning
to end.. Epic ragdoll gameplay and the ammount of destruction you can pour onyour your little clone is amazing gratz to the
devs on such a good game hopefull there will be some updates and new weapons to keep the game fresh
https://youtu.be/dGwRyzmJg_o

1 of 1 gaming stream tomorrow!:
Tomorrow (12/19) I will be participating in a play through of The Endless Empty with my good friends over at 1 of 1 gaming.
The show will start around 6pm (pst). I will be in the voice chat to answers any questions so come say hello! I will be trying to
provide a behind the scenes look at how and why this game was made. It should be a party 

Here is the twitch channel to watch: https://www.twitch.tv/thee_fallen1
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. 1 of 1 gaming stream part 2 / Happy Holidays:
I hope everyone is having a great holiday season. I will be streaming the second half of the Endless Empty with 1 of 1 gaming
this Wednesday the 26th (the day after Christmas). Come join us, I’ll be answering questions and talking about inspirations and
stuff ��. Show should start around 6pm pacific standard time.

The 26th also marks the last day of our charity event where Thee_Fallen1 and Lord Envy of 1 of 1 gaming are matching all sales
of The Endless Empty for a separate donation to the Trevor Project.

Watch us here: https://www.twitch.tv/thee_fallen1
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. Bonus Charity Drive with 1 of 1 gaming/Surreal RPG Collection:
All sales of the Endless Empty are being donated to the Trevor Project. To multiply the amount of money raised, Over the next
week (12/19 to 12/26) Lord Envy and Thee Fallen1 from 1 of 1 gaming will be matching any sales of The Endless Empty with
their own direct donations to Trevor Project. Act soon to amplify your donations!

More great news The Endless Empty has been added to a recent bundle with the game Nepenthe, a unique, creative, hand-drawn
RPG.
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The Endless Empty and Nepenthe are included in the Surreal RPG Collection.

. Update 1/25/2019:
Hello Everyone.

I just uploaded a new build of the Endless Empty. This update includes more balanced bosses, items, the ability to sell things in
the tranquility rooms as well as a few more minor fixes.
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Thanks to your purchases and the help of my friends over in 1 of 1 gaming, the Endless Empty has now raised over $1000 for
the Trevor Project.

I really appreciate all the messages, fan arts, streams and youtube coverage everyone has provided for this game. If you haven't
done so already I would be infinitely grateful if you dropped a review here on steam, as it helps the game's visibility on the
platform.

And as a final update: at this moment I'm in the early stages of putting together my second game project and hope to be able to
share information on that real soon.

As always you can contact me at the following places.

https://twitter.com/ErikSheader

https://www.facebook.com/SugarySweetMachines/

https://www.instagram.com/Erik_Sheader/?hl=en
. Merch!?:
I opened a zazzle storefront now for The Endless Empty merch. Lots of designs I did to look at including shirts, posters, stickers
and pins.

https://www.zazzle.com/the_endless_empty
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The royalty funds I get from the designs will go to Trevor Project.

Thanks 

. Upcoming Charity Stream:

The Endless Empty will be apart of an upcoming charity stream on Extra Life. The Stream will last from 12am Nov 10th to
12am Nov 11th.

More information here [www.extra-life.org]

Steam key give-aways and a gameplay stream for The Endless Empty will start sometime after 2pm on the 10th. I will do my
best to be in chat at that time so come by and say hello. (Will be under twitch username L_a_u_g_h_)
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Money from the stream will go to the Benioff Children's Hospital.
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